
                                                               
 

 

Changing Market Towns Project – Q & A Evening 
~ Tuesday 16th February 2021 ~ 

 

 What data is being collected and will feedback be given at the end of the year? 

Rebecca explained the nature of the data that she collects, and the difference between what was collected pre-

covid, to what is recorded now. It was explained that the following data is collated: service attendance (both 

communal worship and zoom services), occasional offices, Facebook insight data, e-newsletter audience numbers 

and open rates, and group/event attendance (when operating).  

 

This data is submitted monthly to the Central Project team but so far has not been shared more widely within the 

Team, mainly due to the fact it was assumed not many people would be interested in looking through such relatively 

‘uninteresting’ reading! Rebecca confirmed that going forward, it is hoped that elements of these reports can be 

shared monthly via the e-newsletters, and invited anyone interested in seeing previously completed reports to 

make contact and request them. 

 

 Is the main purpose to get people back into church, involved in the life of the church, spread the 

Gospel or find new ways to get people to attend church? 
Andrew, Rebecca, Karen and Rachel all agreed that all of the above were correct! Andrew spoke briefly about how 

the aim of the CMT project was essentially the same as our churches – Christ-centred and aiming to bring more 

people to faith. 

 

 What ideas does Rachel have for Fresh Expressions after Covid? 

Rachel spoke about her desire to look into why many people within the 20-30 age group in particular do not have 

any form of church in their lives and why that may be – listening to the needs of the community will be essential 

for this. Also Rachel is very passionate about creating a form of church which may be more inclusive and inviting to 

those currently not involved, and also is keen to work on mental health provision, something which she feels the 

church can be instrumental in supporting following the effects of covid/lockdowns etc. 

 

 When did the project start, how long will it last and how do we measure success? 
Rebecca confirmed that although the planning and funding for the project was in place a while beforehand, that 

the first Market Town Project workers began being employed in late 2018, with the first Operations Manager 

appointment in Wisbech in November of that year. Rebecca took up her position at the end of January 2019 and 

was the third Operations Manager to join the project. It was confirmed that the original funding was to support 

work for three years, but that the project is planning to run for at least five years.  

 

It was explained that a large part of the project’s success would be recorded by the data and news stories that 

Rebecca is collecting as Operations Manager, hence the importance of providing this information for the monthly 

reports which are sent to the Central Project Team. 

 

 Why have we not seen any of you at zoom services? 
All three CMT workers confirmed that they have attended some of the various zoom services or prayer sessions 

provided across the Team, but acknowledged that these occasions could be increased and would attempt to attend 

more but would also welcome being invited to take part/contribute. 

 

Each then also explained that due to time constraints, work events/zooms and family commitments, that many of 

the online gatherings were just not at a suitable time for them to be a part of. Rebecca and Rachel also talked about 

how personally, for them, online church does not fill their spiritual needs and as a result, they are not always keen 

to attend. Rebecca confirmed that the fact the Team offers a range of online services and prayer/bible sessions is 

a great achievement and testament to the willingness of the Ministry Team to ensure as many people’s spiritual 



                                                               
 
needs are being met as possible, and Andrew mentioned that this is a good example to help understand that 

everyone worships in a different way and that one type of church may be suitable for one person but not the next.  

 

 Get the message out. What provision is there for zoom information and prayer requests for 

those who don’t have the internet? Make use of the notice boards. 
Rev’d Jenny spoke about the paper newsletters which she puts together weekly for hand-delivery, for those not 

online – Rebecca confirmed that the number of these totals over 100 and that a positive report regarding this had 

been sent to the Central Team who are keen for other towns within the project to undertake something similar for 

those who may not be able to access the internet or social media. 

 

Rebecca mentioned how the use of the notice boards had been raised with her recently and that a series of 

information posters are nearing completion as a result of this, for display at as many of the Team churches as 

possible. This was briefly delayed due to a change in the printer at St John’s office and subsequent technical issues, 

which have since been resolved so printing can now take place for this purpose. Last year’s town-wide flyer was 

also mentioned as another method employed to reach out to those who may be technologically ‘isolated’ and 

Rebecca invited ideas for further such outreach at any stage going forward. 

 

 Will new Fresh Expressions be Christ-centred where He is openly discussed or is the main focus 

on non-believers to build relationships? 
Karen mentioned the after school group at St John’s, created not long before the first lockdown, which had been 

developing well as a Fresh Expression until covid hit and it all had to stop. The group was faith-based but needed 

to be developed slowly as many of those attending were ‘un-churched’. 

 

Rachel re-iterated the Fresh Expressions Journey as a model for building faith with non-believers, which begins with 

listening, then loving and serving, before developing relationships and moving towards some form of church taking 

place. She confirmed this will involve meeting people where they are at within their journey, acknowledging that 

some people may have had bad experiences or hold painful memories of church from their youth, or more recently; 

that some people may not even have an awareness of who Jesus is. Building trust and relationships is an essential 

initial stage of any Fresh Expression. 

 

 Are opportunities coming up to tell people about Jesus through meeting their physical needs? 
(The team based their answers on the assumption that this question related to the service provided by Chat-Tea)  

 

Karen confirmed that the conversations arising from Chat-Tea’s ongoing contact with clients had not only resulted 

in certain individuals happily accepting our offer to pray for them during difficult times, but this had also now 

developed to the point of some asking us to pray for them, without prompting.  

 

Rachel mentioned about how all of the Christmas cards received from clients had been addressed/written to St 

John’s Church, not to Chat-Tea which confirms that despite it being a ‘community’ venture, most now know that 

the team are operating as part of the church and that it does not shy away from this with either volunteers or 

clients. She also spoke of a volunteer who joined the team several months ago while not in a good place mentally 

or spiritually, who has recently not only gained full-time employment, but who has expressed a wish to come back 

to church when lockdown ends. 

 

Rebecca spoke about how the opportunities to incorporate an element of faith into the work Chat-Tea are 

increasing but that it is a path that must be trodden very carefully and gradually. It was explained that the Chat-Tea 

logo is now combined with that of the March Team Ministry and the Changing Market Town ones on all 

documents/paperwork and that monthly mini newsletters are now being created for all clients, which will gradually 

include more and more information relating to both church/faith and wider community information (such as 

foodbank/babybank/council information that is pertinent to Chat-tea’s client base). 


